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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Automation – control of systems where the human work in production of goods and 

services is reduced. One such automation system which has been increased in recent times 

is the Automatic gate barrier systems. It is a convincing solution to the manual gate barrier 

method which is employed by the security guards at universities and other higher 

organizations. Implementation of this system will cause less traffic congestion. This 

system consists of two parts for automation of gate barrier – one by using RFID 

technology and the other by Thai ID card detection. When the vehicle with valid RFID 

tag enters the read range of the reader it recognizes the tag and the gate is opened. Haar 

cascade classifier is used for card detection for classification of cards and other objects, 

so, when a person with Thai national ID card enters, the driver has to keep the card in 

front of camera and as the card gets detected the gate opens. Using Machine learning 

(Open CV) the object detection process is carried out. 

 

Keywords: RFID Technology, OpenCV, Haar cascade classifier, object detection. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

The development of technologies in the today’s world has made all the manufacturing 

fields industry automated. In general automation is defined as technology concerned 

with performing a process by means of programmed commands combined with 

automatic feedback control to ensure proper execution of the instructions. The 

resulting system is capable of operating without human intervention. The 

development of this technology has become increasingly dependent on the use of 

computers and computer related technologies. Consequently, automated systems have 

become increasingly sophisticated and complex. Advanced systems represent a level 

of capability and performance that surpass in many ways the abilities of humans to 

accomplish the same activities. 

 

In this world, everyone is busy with their own work and tight schedules. Hence, the 

thought of automatic gate barrier system for vehicle detection has been introduced. 

Here the major priority is time, efficiency and security. The use of manual gates 

system is completely reduced and use of RFID technology and other detection 

techniques are being implemented for automatic gate barriers in toll gates and other 

vehicle or traffic detection purposes. 

 

Radio Frequency Identification is being used all over the world from a very long time.  

Recently an annual growth of 24% was experienced in the RFID implementation. It 

is used in many different applications which are numerous. Some of the real world 

examples where RFID is used are logistics and supply chain management, attendance 

tracking system, access control, Library systems, laundry management, real time 

location systems and many more. Quite simply, this technology works on radio waves. 

RFID mainly consists of three components RFID reader, RFID tag and antenna. The 

tags receive data and the reader transmits radio waves to the tag. The reader could be 

a stationary or a handheld reader. The tags can be classified into three types based on 

the power supply they are active tags, passive and semi-passive tags. These tags and 

reader contain an antenna which enable them to transmit receive and respond to the 

signals. They also store information which is used to recognize the item attached. The 

other benefits of RFID are that the tags have a read-write option unlike in barcodes, 

i.e.; they can be read or modified only by its authorized users. RFID frequencies range 

from low frequency to microwave.[1] 

 

Object detection, this technology is being widely used in many applications like face 

detection, human detection, and character recognition and vehicle calculator. It can be 

used for various purposes like retrieval and surveillance also. Object detection is 

linked with computer vision and image processing which is used for detecting objects 

in video and in images. In OpenCV library there are many algorithms used for object 

detection, each algorithm has its own equation for feature calculations which helps in 

detecting objects. The process involved in object detection is for determining location, 

size and position of the object in the input picture. The common method for object 

tracking is upon the color based approach (pixel values), this is used for its robustness 

and adaptability but the speed is a bit less as it requires to test all the windows in the 

frame and has computational complexity.[2] 
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1.2 Statement of the problem  

 

Entry to a gated community or an institution is typically a manual process and 

burdensome and subject to errors ranging from forgotten passcodes and lost "clickers" 

to the outright transfer of access credentials. Manual processes also often choke main 

entrances with traffic during peak travel times. Traffic management can be 

complicated too, controlling who among the contractors, local help and different 

visitor is permitted requires critical assets. On paper, it gets exceptionally confused. 

Fixing camera and capturing picture of each vehicle would also be bit confusing. 

 

• Other system has been able to achieve this goal with a read range below 3 m. 

Read range above 3 m using passive RFID systems have not been achieved 

yet. 

 

So to avoid all the confusion, the proposed system uses RFID tags and Thai – ID cards 

for detection purpose, for the automation of the gate barrier.  

 

 

1.3  Objectives 

 

This system is divided into two parts for the automation of the gate barrier. The first 

part is by using RFID technology, the second part is by using a camera for the card 

detection. 

 

Using RFID technology: This part is implemented using an ARM embedded board 

and UHF RFID reader and tags. In this system, each car is given a passive tag, whose 

unique code is already saved in the micro-controller. The RFID reader fixed near the 

gate barrier will be emitting RF waves continuously. When the vehicle with the tag 

reaches the read range, the reader will recognize that particular tag, compares it with 

the code saved in the controller and automatically the gate will be opened. 

 

Using card detection technique: This part of the system uses Raspberry Pi board and 

camera. This system is implemented for the Thai citizens, where the driver needs to 

display his/her Thai national Citizen ID infront of the camera. As the card gets 

detected by the camera it sends signal to the motor and the gate is opened. 

 

• To get a read range of 3-5 meters using passive RFID reader. 

 

• Interfacing the reader to the embedded system board. 

 

• To detect Thai-national ID card by using Haar cascade classifier. 

 

• Interfacing of ARM board and Raspberry Pi board 

 

• To solve the real time gate issue, so that it does not close the path before the 

vehicle leaves within the time limit set, for this infrared sensors were installed 

to the gate. 
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1.4 Limitations and scope 

  

In this proposed system, RFID and Haar classifier for detection have been used for 

the automation of gate barrier. The basic aim of Automation concept is to reduce the 

man power & to increase the accuracy of the system. Figure 1.1 shows an automatic 

gate barrier system. So, we can able to achieve the same with our own built concept. 

Some limitation of this thesis are: 

 

1. The servo motor used is made to rotate at a 90 degree angle. 

2. In this thesis, an assumption is taken that the vehicle will always be in line of 

sight of the reader and only one vehicle at a time is arrived. 

3. Instead of a car, a bicycle is taken for testing. 

4. Only Thai – ID card can be used for the purpose of detection. 

5. The IR sensor for obstacle detection range is just 100cm. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 An automatic gate barrier system 

 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

 

The outline of this thesis is 

 

In chapter 2, Information on RFID technology, object detection methods and literature 

review of some of previous related studies are provided in brief. 

 

In chapter 3, the methodology of this thesis paper is provided. 

 

In chapter 4, testing and experimental results of this thesis provided. 

 

In chapter 5, conclusion and recommendations are provided. 
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CHAPTER 2 

                               LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Information- Radio Frequency Identification Technology 

 

Radio frequency identification has become significant part in our day to day lives, like 

supply chain management, attendance tracking, race timing, library system, laundry 

management and many more. This technology provides security, increases effectiveness 

and accessibility. This technology is mainly used to communicate in digital information 

for stationary and mobile objects. There are many applications of RFID, out of which 

some are prevention of vehicles theft, automatic toll collection, traffic control, automatic 

gates at buildings or organizations like airports or universities, entry and exit of vehicles 

in gated societies, dispensing goods and objects which are to be supervised in supply 

chain. Radio frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 10 GHz are being used, for complex 

devices like readers or interrogators which are more capable and are connected to a central 

server. [3] 

 

The RFID system mainly works by its four main components they are: 

 

1. Reader or interrogator 

2. Antenna  

3. RFID tags (Active or Passive) 

4. A host system  

 

 

RFID Reader:  The most important part of the RFID system is the reader, which is also 

known as interrogator. This reader contains a RF module which acts as a trans-receiver. 

These transmit RF power by creating a frequency with the help of an oscillator, this signal 

is amplified to send data to the tag. The read range of the reader is determined by EIRP 

(Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power). A microprocessor is also used to memorize and 

store the data. The information regarding the configuration, frequency and the EIRP all 

are stored in the reader’s memory. Information regarding the tags such as Tag 

Identification number is also stored in the memory. In the case where the connection 

between the hardware and host computer is lost while the reader keeps on reading the tags 

the information from the tags can be stored in this memory space which can be later on 

read by the software. 

 

 

Reader Antenna: The antenna and the readers work together to read tags. They convert 

electric current to electromagnetic wave. The antenna works based on the polarization. 

There are two types of polarization that the antenna works on : linear polarization and 

circular polarization. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show linear polarization and circular 

polarization respectively. 

 

Linearly polarized antennas have long ranges and radiate electric current with high levels 

of electric power. These are sensitive tag antennas i.e.; it depends on the angle of the tag 

and its position. In circularly polarized antennas the radiated power is divided into axes, 

hence, it can read the tag data in all possible directions, this is used in applications where 

the tag is not fixed. The read range of such antennas is small. [4] 
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      Figure 2.1 Linear polarization [4]                  Figure 2.2 Circular polarization [4] 

 

 

RFID tags: An RFID tag, or transponder, consists of a chip and an antenna. The chip 

stores unique identification number- Electronic Product Code (EPC). The antenna, which 

is connected to the microchip, transmits data from the chip to the reader. Ordinarily, a 

larger antenna indicates a longer read range. The main component in the RFID tag is the 

RF antenna, it functions in two ways – first, it receives information from the reader’s 

antenna and second it transmits back the information to the reader antenna. Figure 2.3 

shows the basic architecture of the RFID tag. The tag has its own memory block, the size 

of the memory may vary from tag to tag. Active tags use larger memory space due to its 

more power. There are three types of memories in read only (RO), read-write memory 

(RW) and write once read many (WORM). The read-only memory is used when the 

information needs to be secured, such that no other person can over-write the data in the 

tag. The read-write option allows to read as well as write information on memory. [5]  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3 Basic tag architecture [15] 

 

The RFID tags can be classified into active, passive and semi-passive. 

 

Active tags: Active tags need battery power to power up their circuit to send signals. 

They are also useful in the applications where there is more than one sensor attached to 

the tag as they can support large memory space henceforth, enabling the tag to store and 

transmit data. Compared to the passive tags these have longer range and are more 

expensive. The usage of battery to power the tag decreases the life span of the gadget, 

though with the current power it might run as long as 10 years.  
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Passive tags: These tags require no internal power, instead they use the electromagnetic 

radiation that is transmitted from the reader. The antennas in the passive tags use magnetic 

coupling for data transfer from tag to reader. There are two ways of coupling: inductive 

coupling for near field and backscatter method for far field. 

Semi-passive tags: As the name suggests, these tags use battery to power up their circuit 

and also use incoming radio waves for transmitting information. Hence, they are called 

as semi-passive tags. [6]The table 1 is summarized table of the characteristics of the three 

tags (passive, active and semi-active) 

 

Table 1 Characteristics of different types of tags [6] 

 

 
 

Inductive Coupling: In this the reader transmits only short alternating magnetic current 

through antenna. The passive tags use this current to power up the circuit and as well to 

send signals. The magnetic field produced generates voltage which powers up the micro 

circuit in the tag. The signal is sent to the reader’s antenna via the tag antenna as varying 

voltage, this is detected by the reader’s antenna and decodes it. Hence the tag takes the 

advantage of the magnetic field produced by the reader and each time the tag uses the 

magnetic field there will be a drop in the voltage. This type of coupling is observed for 

the RFID readers which operate at the frequency of 123 to 135 KHz and 13.56 MHz. 

Figure 2.4 shows the a clear picture of inductive coupling and load modulation  [7] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Inductive coupling and load modulation in near field [7] 
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Electromagnetic Coupling: Electromagnetic Coupling in far-field is also known as 

backscatter modulation. In this the antenna of the reader transmits long range 

electromagnetic waves as shown in the Figure 2.5. The tag uses electromagnetic coupling 

to activate power from the signals in order to power the circuit of the tag. Using the 

principles of back-scattering modulation, the communication is performed. The incoming 

waves are partially reflected back by changing the load resistance which is connected 

parallel to the antenna to causing modulation in the amplitude of the electromagnetic 

waves. The received waves are detected by the antenna and decoded. As the rate of 

attenuation for electromagnetic far-field is 1/R2 and that of short range is 1/R6, hence 

Backscatter modulation provides longer range communication. They can be found mostly 

in passive tags which operate at frequency of 868MHz and high frequency. [7] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Electromagnetic coupling and backscatter modulation in far field [7] 

 

 

RFID types:  

 

According to the frequency the RFID systems are broadly classified into 3 types – low 

frequency, high frequency and ultra-high frequency. Table 2 shows frequency and ranges 

of RF waves. In general, low frequency passive tags have range of approximately 30cm, 

high frequency passive tags have range of 1m and ultra-high frequency passive tags range 

from 3m-5m. Where greater range is needed like in applications of railways, active tags 

are used which can range to about 100m, but they require internal power supply. [5]  

 

Table 2 Frequency and their respective ranges [7] 

Frequency  Typical Read Range 

Low-Frequency (LF) 124 kHz – 135kHz Up to half a meter 

High-Frequency (HF) 13.56MHz Upto 1m 

Ultrahigh-Frequency (UHF)  

860MHz – 960MHz 

4 – 5 meters 

Microwave 2.45GHz Upto 1m 
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The table 3 is a summary of different frequency bands, its characteristics and the 

applications. 

Table 3 Summary of RFID range and its applications [5] 

 

 
 

2.2 OpenCV 

 

Open Source Computer Vision is an open library developed by Intel, but now 

maintained by Itseez. The main applications of OpenCV include segmentation, object 

identification, motion understanding, face recognition, 2D and 3D feature tool kit, 

gesture recognition and many more. To support these applications it includes a 

statistical machine learning library which has boosting, artificial neural networks, 

support vector machine, decision tree learning etc. This library is embedded with 

approximately 3000 algorithms, which support real time vision applications. These 

algorithms are classified into machine learning algorithms, state of art computer 

vision algorithms and classic algorithms. These are implemented in MATLAB, C++, 

Python Java etc. and support operating systems like Linux, Windows, Android and  

Mac OS. [8] 

 

2.2.1 Object Detection 

          

Object detection is sub category in OpenCV which helps in identification of objects 

in images and in video. Figure 2.6 shows a basic flow diagram of general object 

detection. There are many algorithms with which object detection is possible. The 

terms related to object detection are: 

 

• Edge matching 

• Divide and Conquer search 

• Grayscale matching 

• Gradient matching 

 

Object to be classified which are in motion are based on shape, motion, color and texture. 

Detecting of objects and feature analyzing is the main key for object detection. [9] 
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Figure 2.6 Flow Diagram of object detection [9] 

 

 

 

Object Detection methods implemented in Python are: 

 

▪ Haar like feature: This algorithm was proposed by Viola and Jones. It is a 

machine learning based algorithm to detect a specific object, for which lot images 

need to be trained. Firstly a lot of positive images (object to be detected) and 

negative images (images without the object) are needed to train the classifier for 

the algorithm. Here the features are extracted to train the classifier. All the features 

are not trained at once each feature is grouped into stages and trained accordingly 

for an accurate result. This classifier uses Adaboost algorithm, which is known for 

its high performance in general its speed. At every stage the algorithm takes a 

single feature or group of features to classify the best positive from the negative. 

This method is very fast in face detection, it detects as efficiently as other methods. 

Based on the simple features the images are classified, instead of raw pixel values 

features are used because they use ad-hoc domain knowledge. [10] 

 

For more accurate detection, Linehart and Maydt proposed an extended version to 

the haar features. This is done by rotating the basic features to an angle of 45, 

thus further improving the quality and performance of object detection. Figure 

2.7shows the features proposed by Viola and Jones and latter extended features 

proposed by Linehart and Maydt. Each of them is scaled independently vertically 

and horizontally. The result of this to calculate feature of each particular image is 

given by the sum of the features in black rectangles subtracted by the sum of the 

features, the ones overlapping within the white rectangles. [11]. Figure 2.7 shows 

both the viola-jones and Line hart proposed Haar features. 
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Figure: 2.7 Basic Haar feature by Viola Jones (left), extended set by Line hart and 

Maydt (right) [11] 

 

Its equation is given as 

 

 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1 = 𝑖=1
𝑁

 𝑊𝑖 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑤, ℎ)                      (2.1) 

 

The rectangles are labelled with coordinates(x,y) , width and height (w, h). The sum of the 

pixels always lie within the rectangle and is defined as RecSum (ri). The authors say that 

the black rectangles (r0) have Negative weights (Wi) and the white rectangles have 

positive weights.  

 

            −𝑊0. 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑟0) = 𝑊1. 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑟1)                                     (2.2) 

     

W0 is assumed to be -1, then  

                                        

                                       𝑊1 =  
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑟0)

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑟𝑖)
                                                      (2.3) 

 

For example to calculate the feature (2a) of the figure 2.7, whose height, width assume to 

be h=2 and w = 6. The result of the feature of that particular region located at x, y would 

be:  

𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2𝑎 =  −1. 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦, 6,2)  +
6×2

2×2
.RecSum (x+2, y, 2, 2)       (2.4) 

 

To calculate feature value rapidly and intermediate form of image is represented and 

calculated. This formation of an intermediate image is called integral image or Summed 

Area table (SAT). The value of the of integral image at (x, y) is calculated by the sum of 

all the pixels value in the image that are above and to the left of (x, y): 

  

                              𝑆𝐴𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑   
𝑥′≤𝑥,𝑦′≤𝑦 I ( x’, y’)                                    (2.5) 

 

The value of the RecSum (x, y, w, h) can be obtained by the four lookups at SAT and  

I (x’, y’) is the image pixel value at (x, y).  

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑤, ℎ)
= 𝑆𝐴𝑇(𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑤 + ℎ) − 𝑆𝐴𝑇(𝑥 + 𝑤, 𝑦) − 𝑆𝐴𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦 + ℎ) + 𝑆𝐴𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) 

                                                                                                                                        

(2.6)  
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The above procedure for the calculation of Recsum is shown in the Figure 2.8. 

 

 
Figure 2.8 Calculation of RecSum [11] 

 

▪ Circular Hough transformation: this transformation was invented by Richard 

Duda and Peter Hart. This algorithm was first used to detect arbitrary shapes then 

later it was modified to detect circular shapes in images. The equation of this 

transformation is  

 

                r2 = (x-a) 2 + (x-b) 2                               (2.7) 

  

  a, b = co-ordinates of the center 

     r = radius of the circle 

 

CHT is a complex transformation to extract the information from the image. It 

depends on three parameters which require higher computation memory and time. 

 

 

▪ Local Binary pattern (LBP): this was proposed in 1990, a method for texture 

classification. The main properties of LBP are  

 

1. The window is first divided into cells. 

2. Each pixel in the cell is compared with the adjacent 8 cells. 

3. It gives a ‘0’ if the value of the pixel is larger compare to the neighboring 

cell otherwise value ‘1’ is returned. This in total becomes a 8 bit binary 

digit which is converted to decimal value. 

4. An average histogram of all cells is found and compared. 

5. Normalize and concatenate the histogram of cells, the feature vector 

obtained is used to classify the images. 

 

▪ Blob Detection: this method is used for detection where all the points are 

considered to be similar to each other. This is divided into two ways differential 

method and local extrema method. [9] 
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Computer Vision library is still developing and there are various applications of it they 

are 

 

1. Face detection 

2. Counting objects /  people 

3. Industries 

4. Security 

5. Biometric recognition 

6. Surveillance 

7. Medical analysis 

8. Human Computer Interaction 

9. Optical character recognition 

10. Vehicle Detection 

 

 

2.3 Related Work 

 

 

▪ Many systems with RFID were built to detect and make an automated gate 

barrier. Lovemore Gunda Lee Masuka, Reginald Gonye, Samson Mhlanga and 

Lungile Nyanga, show an RFID systems which has two modules: 

Identification module and a programming module. (i)The gate barrier system 

comes under the mechanical module. In the RFID module the read/write have 

seven information lines for the purpose of transmitting and receiving, which 

forms a two way connection between the RFID and the PC. (ii) Programming 

Module: the controller was programmed using C language and Visual Basic 

was used for serial communication for RFID and computer. Using the 

Microsoft Access, a database was created which could contain uoto 32768 

records and has a memory space of 2GB. Synchronizing programming called 

Sync Toy was utilized to show trade of information between terminals in a 

similar network. This system is designed basically to detect, for accounting 

and billing of vehicles when they pass a toll gate. All the toll gates are to be 

networked. This system uses security log in for the first time entry of a vehicle 

with a new tag. Finally the experimental results show that gate opened and 

closed automatically and the billing was done accordingly. But the 

disadvantage of this system during log in there is a possibility of information 

leakage to the world as it is a networked system. Figure 2.9 shows the 

synchronized network of toll gates [12] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 Synchronized network of toll gate systems [12] 
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▪ In research article ‘Automatic Toll Gate Management and Vehicle Access Intelligent 

Control System Using Arm7 Microcontroller’ the authors have used two controllers 

LPC2148 and PIC18F452, they have used active RFID systems – RF434, a ZigBee 

module and GSM. The vehicle if fixes with a Hex keypad and RF transceivers. To 

start the vehicle the driver has to enter the key which requires to ignite the engine of 

the vehicle. The central unit is fixed with LPC2148 controller which is interfaced with 

the ZigBee module. Exactly when a vehicle comes in the region of the waves, the tag 

fixed to the vehicle cross examines with the entryway station and the information of 

tag is sent to central server base station using ZigBee remote correspondence 

convention. At the other side the central database data gets this information and looks 

at the database for adequate information, by then the effective information is sent to 

the comparing gateway station by methods for ZigBee. At the entryway if the received 

information is matched then the vehicle gets access to pass the gate and the gateway 

will be closed in perspective of IR sensor interfaced at the gate. The figures 2.10 and 

2.11 shows the block diagram of vehicle unit, central station unit and toll gate unit. 

 

In this system each vehicle is assigned with a keypad where the owner of the vehicle 

sets a unique password either switch 2, switch 3 or switch 4, when the vehicle owner 

enters the key the vehicle starts, as the vehicle approaches the toll gates the driver has 

to press the switch 1 on the keypad so as to send the tag id and the amount of balance 

remaining to the toll gate system through RS 434. The tag is already inbuilt in the 

vehicle. The communication between central unit and the gate unit is by ZigBee 

transmission Protocol. All the data which is the name, account details of the vehicle 

owner is stored in External memory EEPROM, this is interfaced through I2c to the 

central system. [13] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10 Block diagram of the Central unit system [13] 
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Figure 2.11 Block diagram of the toll gate unit system [13] 

 

▪ As we know that active RFID tags need power to work and can detect longer range, 

in this research by Anish Dhurat, Parag Magal, Manish Chheda, Darshan Ingle, 

propose a system where automatic toll collection for identifying running vehicles on 

roads and collecting their information. RF signals are continuously emitted from the 

tag. At the entrance of the toll booth, when the vehicle approaches the RFID receiver 

will detect these signals. The controlling device is receives these signals (i.e. 

Desktop/Laptop) and passes it to the reader. The reader will receive the signal then 

the data will be sent over to the COM port of the connected device via the USB cable. 

Data is transferred to the mobile device or laptop using COM port. The details of the 

vehicle owner’s account are displayed by frontend software on the screen. 

Information such as date, time, total balance and license number are stored in the 

database. Database is stored using MySql server 2000 which is a more secure 

platform for storing the database. First the New Registration GUI is displayed if any 

new vehicle registration then the receipt of the payment is received. Figure 2.12 

represents a flow diagram of the system which uses active tags. [14] 

 

 
Figure 2.12 Flow chart representing the implementation using active tags 

[14] 
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▪ Active wave Inc. has conveyed an arrangement of using active tags for vehicle 

monitoring solution. The frequency of operation for these tags is 916-927 MHz and 

for receiving the frequency is 433 MHz. Its range is about 30 meters. Smart key 

Access control systems have a customer – server model based framework with a SQL 

server taking care of different vehicle observing frameworks. They have outlined a UI 

utilizing the Microsoft .NET Framework. In this framework they utilize active RFID 

tag which requires battery power. This system is divided into two modules vehicle 

module and base module. These two modules communicate via RF module which 

work on ISM frequency 902-928 MHz which are connected to each module. Many 

attempts have been made to design such gates with various types of security features. 

A microprocessor was used to monitor two gates which sense the methodology of a 

vehicle. The entryways consequently open, wait for a specified time. The features of 

these gates do not provide adequate security since any vehicle can enter the 

compound. Figure 2.13 is the architecture of the system of toll booth. [15] 

 

 
Figure 2.13 Architecture of the system [15] 

 

 

▪ Automatic Detection of cars on real roads using Haar-like features  

This research is based on detection of vehicles using OpenCV environment and 

implementing haar like features introduced by Viola and Jones. This method is known 

for its good detection and fast processing rate. As per the viola and jones method, 

number of positive and negative image dataset is taken for training purpose. In this 

paper three datasets have been used two of them were taken from internet and one 

dataset was created by authors. Datasets of cars of different resolution, places, and 

different types of cars at different timings and in different weather conditions were 

taken as in daylight and during the rain for accurate detection. The below tables shows 

the three datasets which include the resolution, location and their authors. TDS 

represents training dataset description. Table 4 is the training dataset by different 

authors [11]  
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Table 4 Training Datasets [11] 

 

Name N0 image Resolution Location Authors 

TDS 1 1556 Variable California Unknown 

TDS 2 126 896x592 California Weber 

TDS 3 1004 752x512 Portugal Oliveira, 

Santos 

 

After taking different datasets for training with different images and at different 

resolution, the cascades were trained and compared with each performance. Each image 

was hand labeled with each performance rate, the detection of the car was more accurate. 

The performance dataset description is shown in the table 5 of the three training datasets 

is above. 

 

Table 5 Performance Dataset [11] 

 

Name N0 image Resolution Location Authors 

PDS 1 530 320x240 California Philip,Updike 

PDS 2 105 752x512 Portugal Oliveira, 

Santos 

PDS 3 232 752x512 Portugal Oliveira, 

Santos 

 

 

In this paper, the authors have used both the methods of haar detection i.e.; (Viola and 

Jones) method and (Lien hart and Maydt). The next table summarizes the total training 

set of cascades which shows the training using all TDS, features, number of stages. In the 

feature set the BASIC is used when Viola Jones is used and ALL for Lien hart and Maydt. 

Table 6 is the cascade training for more accurate results by using both methods. 

Cascades are named as C with their respective number. 

 

Table 6 Cascade training using both Viola Jones and Line hart and Maydt [11] 

 

Name Win Size Train. 

Set(s) 

T. Samples 

(pos/neg) 

Sta F Set 

C1 30x20 1 + 2 Unknown 20 BASIC 

C2 60x40 1 + 2 1282/754 20 BASIC 

C3 30x20 3 Unknown 20 BASIC 

C4 30x20 3 Unknown 20 ALL 

C5 60x40 3 Unknown 20 BASIC 

C6 30x20 1+2+3 1556/915 20 BASIC 

C7 30x20 1+2+3 1556/915 20 ALL 

C8 20x12 1+2+3 1556/915 30 ALL 
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The Figure 2.14 shows the detection results after the training of the cascades. These are 

the results of performance dataset 3 as PDS3 has high complexity image such as pictures 

in rain, other cities and obstacles. 

 

 
Figure 2.14 Detection results of cars [11] 

 

 

▪ In the paper ‘A hybrid Method of Vehicle Detection based on Computer Vision for 

Intelligent Transport System’ [16] 

Traditional technology methods like inductive loop detectors, cameras and traffic 

sensing are fixed at one place in the transportation field. These methods are not so 

time – effective and also the cost of setup is high. Hence for advanced traffic control 

management and large scale data collection, video cameras are used for vehicle 

detection which is the most efficient Intelligent Transportation. 

A two-step approach is proposed for vehicle detection in this paper. First step is 

shadow detection for shadow under the vehicle, to perform this detection, Haar-like 

feature with Adaboost was used to train offline. To eliminate false alarms hard sample 

training method was used. For finding of the vehicle in the specified ROI, HOG 

detector is used with linear SVM. Lastly, by using K-means the results of all are 

combined for accurate detection. The block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 

2.15. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.15 Block Diagram of the proposed system [16] 
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Shadow detection using Haar-like feature: The shadow between the vehicle and the road 

can act as an important feature for vehicle detection. Since the shadow underneath the 

vehicle is symmetric it can be easily extracted. However shadows were only used to 

estimate the vehicles potential locations. Hence for this detection haar detection with 

adaboost was used. For the shadow detection edge and center-surround feature was used. 

Figure 2.16 is the extraction of the shadow detection which was trained by Haar-like 

features. The Figure 2.17 shows the training samples used for shadow detection. 

 
Figure 2.16 Shadow detection using Haar – like feature [16] 

 
Figure 2.17 Positive and Negative images dataset [16] 

 

During training three positive samples cannot be classified correctly that is it shows 

minimal error rate, so these three are used to train for the second classifier. A third weak 

classifier is found with the same method. In the end all weak classifiers are combined and 

the samples are successfully classified. It takes more time to train a high resolution image. 

To increase the detection rate and speed, a ROI is assigned for scanning. The ROI is set 

based on the vanishing point, the vanishing point is always in between these four parts of 

the car the windshield edges, the bottom edge of wipers and the middle image, all of 

whose ROI(0,540) to (1920, 980). Figure 2.18 shows the ROI for shadow detection. 

 

 
Figure 2.18 Assigned ROI for Shadow detection [16] 
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Using the Hard sample training method false alarm rate can be reduced. Figure 2.19 shows 

a clear picture of hard Sample training. The main concept of hard samples training is by 

using the first hard detector with the initial training dataset (positive and negative). From 

this false detection parts are extracted and puts into new training dataset for training new 

haar classifier. Hence by this, final detection is obtained. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.19 Hard Sample training method [16] 

 

 

Feature extraction by HOG algorithm HOG feature calculation can be divided into few 

steps: 

 

1. Gradient  

2. Orientation binning 

3. Descriptor blocks 

 

For car detection, a bigger detection training set was used 1000 positive samples and 2000 

negative samples was used. For calculating HOG feature, the channels of histogram have 

been divided into 9 channels from 0 to 180 degrees, so by this the number of features are 

calculated. Now HOG along with linear SVM is used to train the HOG detector. For more 

efficient result merging of similar detection results were done by using K-means 

algorithm. The detection results of the car are shown in Figure 2.20 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.20 Detection results [16] 
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▪ In research article ‘A real time visual card reader for mobile devices’ the authors 

have proposed a method where the user carries all the loyalty cards in his smart 

phone. As every shopping center provides loyalty card of their shop for customers 

which provides discount or points being added to the customer. The customer is 

supposed to carry different loyalty cards of different shops always with him which 

becomes difficult , hence the solution proposed in this paper is automatic detection 

of card provider, card type and customer number extraction which are stored in a 

mobile application allowing the customers to carry all cards in his smartphone.[15] 

This system is divided into two steps, detection of card provider/ card provider 

identification, which is implemented by using Bag of Words classification (BoW). 

In this classification, key points for the annotated images are allocated to form a 

cluster of vocabulary of fixed length, which is used to create a feature vector. This 

vector is trained to learn the classification and can be made capable to identify the 

card provider. Second step is the extraction of customer number. The process of the 

customer number extraction is shown in the Fig 2.21.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.21 Process for extraction of Customer Number [17] 

 

 

In the customer number extraction, first the eleven channels are extracted from 

original image and represented into different channels. In the component detection 

step, the external regions (ER) are computed using CSER (class specific extremal 

regions) or MSER (Maximally stable extremal regions). In the next step, the text lines 

are recognized using Tesseract for character recognition. The system is implemented 

in C++ and uses OpenCV for BoW classifier and extraction of ER. After the whole 

process before the post processing steps, some character recognition errors occurred 

such as 1 was recognized as I. This was checked by using weighted voting scheme 

based on the confidence values which are returned in the step of character recognition.  

The accuracy for loyalty card is 76%. Here the authors state that many character 

extraction method use language model which is not suitable for data of customer 

number extraction. Hence reaching an accuracy using language model is still a 

challenge. This mobile application runs in way where the user initiates the camera, 

fixes the position of the card and manually take the picture. Then the steps are applied 

for classification and extraction and the results show the identified provider, card type 

and customer number on the screen. [17]  
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▪ ICAR (Identity card automatic reader ) -- This journal, proposed a method where 

automatic reading of identity cards and passports is implemented. This system uses 

flatbed scanner and OCR technique to implement the proposed system. For the 

detection of the document, a minimum resolution of 200 dpi is required for the better 

results for OCR. This system could also be designed using webcam but it degrades 

the quality of the image. This system has been designed for the detection of Spanish 

documents. There are four steps for the complete methodology, the first step is 

preprocessing and text detection. Preprocessing, from the acquired image from the 

scanner bounding box detection is done that is to find a rectangle shape in the image 

this is processed using Hough Transform. The second step is to find the text location 

which is difficult as the font and size may vary for this color image decomposition 

and connected component analysis is done. Document classification is done to know 

whether it is an identity card or a passport based on its size. Then ROI is performed 

for text identification and labelling, this labelled text regions are to OCR engine. The 

OCR engine is designed in such a way that it is combined with several classifiers. In 

this character recognition is based on zoning technique, this technique divides the 

character containing frames into zones and is used as feature classification. The 

overall concept of this paper is that, the system acquires image of the document and 

recognizes the type and reads by built-in OCR engines which stores the info into 

database. There are two issues which are still open, one is if a camera is used, the 

performance will degrade as the resolution of the image decreases. The accuracy of 

detection for Spanish identity cards is 96% and for Spanish passports is 65%. The 

time taken to complete the overall process is within 20 sec. [18] 
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2.4 Summary  

     Table 7 shows comparison of proposed system with respective to other three journals. 

Table 7 Comparison of proposed system and existing systems 

Proposed System Journal 1 [17] Journal 2 [18] Journal 3 [13] 

1. In the proposed 

system RFID and 

object detection 

(detection of Thai-Id 

card) technologies 

have been used for 

the automation of 

gate barrier.  

In this journal, an 

approach to 

automatically detect 

card number, card type 

(loyalty cards) are 

stored in mobile 

application which 

allows users to carry all 

cards with them in their 

smart phone. 

In this paper the 

research has been done 

on automatic reading of 

identity cards and 

passports for Spanish 

documents. 

 

 

 

This system is designed 

for automatic toll gate 

system which has three 

units, vehicle central 

and toll gate unit. 

 

 

 

2. In this system UHF 

RFID reader and 

camera are used for 

vehicle entry and 

object detection 

technology is 

implemented. 

 

Here a technology of 

optical character 

recognition is 

implemented. 

 

 

 

 

This paper also uses 

optical character 

recognition to identify 

the text in the 

documents. 

 

 

 

In this system, an 

active RFID reader 

is used to detect the 

active tag. 

 

 

 

3. The technique used 

for the detection of 

Thai-ID card is Haar 

cascade with Ada 

boost classifier 

which is used to train 

the ID cards dataset. 

As this paper focuses on 

recognition of different 

loyalty cards, Bag of 

Words classifier is used 

for text identification 

and CSER and MSER 

are for component 

detection and customer 

number extraction. 

The system for 

automatic reading 

mainly involves Hough 

transform for text 

detection, color 

histogram for 

document 

classification. OCR 

uses zoning technique 

for proper recognition. 

Here, GSM and 

ZigBee 

technologies have 

been used to send 

the information to 

central database 

center as this is a 

toll gate system 

 

4.Card detection is 

implemented on 

Raspberry pi in 

Python and uses 

OpenCV library. 

 

The system is 

implemented in C++ 

and uses the OpenCV 

library for the BoW 

classifier and the 

extraction based on ER. 

This system uses 

flatbed scanner which 

takes more time to 

acquire image.  

 

There is keypad 

provided where the 

driver has to press the 

key to access the 

vehicle, another key to 

activate the tag. 

5.The accuracy of 

detection of Thai card 

is 82% and the gate 

opens within 2 secs of 

detection. 

The accuracy for the 

loyalty cards id 76%. 

 

The accuracy of 

Spanish identity cards 

was 96% and of Spanish 

passports were 65%. 

 

The range of active 

RFID tags is more, 

but they require an 

internal power 

source. 

6.More database more 

the accuracy of 

detection and range 

Character extraction 

methods are based on 

language model, which 

is not suitable for data 

like customer number 

and less accuracy. 

If a camera is used for 

acquisition it decreases 

the resolution and 

degrades the quality. 

Time taken by scanner 

is 20 seconds. 

It consumes more 

power since the use 

of active RFID module. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 System Overview 

 

The proposed system in this thesis will be implemented into two parts. First part is the 

automation of the gate barrier which uses an UHF RFID reader for more detection range 

and a 5V servo motor connected to the ARM development board. Second part is about 

card detection of Thai citizen ID card by using Raspberry Pi 2 and camera module for the 

opening and closing of the gate. This system is interfaced with the ARM lpc2148 board. 

The block diagram of the system overview is depicted in Figure 3.1. The overview 

working of this system is, when a vehicle with an authorized tag (RFID) enters the read 

range of the RFID reader it gets access to enter the gate and the other part works when 

the driver places his Thai ID citizen card in front of the camera, the card gets detected and 

the gate opens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

                         

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

RFID tag attached to vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 System Design 
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3.2 Hardware Specifications 

 

RFID Reader: The reader selection is based on the frequency of operation. For 

reading        a larger distance for more than 3m a UHF reader is most preferable. The 

antenna operates with linear polarization since the RFID reader is fixed at one 

position and the tag also is always in the line of sight of the reader range. Figure 3.2 

is a picture of UHF RFID reader model no YR8001. 

 

• Model : YR8001 

• Frequency: 902Mhz-928Mhz  865Mhz-868Mhz 

• Read Distance: 1-15m 

• Connector: RS232, Weigand24, Weigand32 

• Supply Voltage 9V 

• Air Interface Protocol: EPC Global UHF Class1 Gen2 ISO18000-6C 

• Output Power 1-0-26 dbm 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 RFID Reader (YR8001) 

 

 

UHF Passive Tags: Passive UHF tags, whose frequency is 860 960MHz. As we know        

that the active tags require power to operate and they have a shorter life span, hence 

we use passive tags. These passive tags are sticker type tags which can be placed on 

windshield of the car as in Figure 3.3. 

 

• Model : UHF windshield Tag 

• Frequency: 860 960 Mhz 

• Standards / Protocols : EPC CLASS1 GEN2, ISO 18000-6C 

• Output power: 1-26 dbm 
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Figure 3.3 UHF Passive tag 

 

ARM7 Microcontroller: LPC2148 is an ARM based microcontroller, manufactured 

by Philips, with many inbuilt features. Figure 3.4 shows an ARM development board 

which was used for this thesis. 

• Operating voltage 3.3V 

• Frequency 12Mhz 

• Two UART 

• On-chip flash memory is 32 to 512 KB 

• In system programming application 

• 32-bit wide IO ports provided by 64 IO pins.  

• Instruction execution at high speed tracing 

• A 32KHz clock input 

• A Low power module with independent power. 

• It includes power-saving modes idle and power down  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4 ARM Development Board (LPC2148) 

 

RS232-TTL: It is standard serial communication for the transmission of data. They are 

connected by two DB-9 connectors, DB-9 male and DB-9 female. There are 9 pins, the 

pin configuration is shown in the Figure 3.5 

The RFID reader supports RS232 connection, ARM is TTL logic connection, so we 

cannot directly connect the RX and TX of RFID reader to the RX and TX of the LPC2148. 

Hence, we use a MAX232 IC for the conversion. In this system UART 1 is connected to 
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the RFID reader. Figure 3.5 is pin description of DB-9 connectors and figure 3.6 is a pin 

diagram of Max232 IC. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5 PIN description of DB-9 connectors 

 

 
Figure 3.6 MAX 232 pin diagram  

 

Raspberry Pi: Raspberry Pi 2 model B is the second generation of raspberry pi. It has 

USB, ethernet, A/V, HDMI, microSD slot, and micro USB connector. This model is 

shown in Figure 3.7. 

• 1GB RAM 

• 40 GPIO pins 

• Camera interface (CSI) 

• 4 USB ports  

• Micro SD card slot 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Raspberry Pi 2 board (Model B) 
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Raspberry Pi Camera Module: This camera is the second version of the original one. It 

has a Sony 8MP sensor. It is used to take video with formats 1080p30, 720p60, VGAp90 

and can capture still images with good quality and even in low light. It comes with an 

attaches 15cm ribbon cable which can be interfaced through the CSI port of Raspberry pi. 

Figure 3.8 shows a picture of RPi camera and 15cm ribbon. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8 Raspberry Pi camera 

 

 

 

Servo motor: This motor is used for the rotation of the gate barrier shown in Figure 3.9. 

It has three pins they are: 

 

• GND: was connected to the GND of LPC2148. This pin provides a reference 

voltage level to the motor. 

• 5V: This pin provides power to the motor required for its operation which is 5V. 

It is connected to the 5V pin of LPC2148 board. 

• Signal Pin: this pin was connected to pin P0.7 of ARM board. This pin can be 

thought of as a command which instructs the motor to rotate in the specified angle. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 Servo Motor 
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IR Proximity Sensor: 

 

An infrared sensor has two functions that is it can detect the heat and motion of an object. 

The frequency of infrared radiation is more than microwaves and less than the visible 

light. The basic concept of this sensor is that it is mainly used for obstacle detection, 

usually it has a transmitter and receiver, the transmitter transmits infrared signal this 

signal bounces from the object which interrupts the signal, the reflected signal is received 

from the IR receiver. The principle of IR sensor and the sensor used for this thesis have 

been shown in Figure 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. 

 

 

          
            

     Figure 3.10 Principle of IR sensor                      Figure 3.11 IR proximity sensor 

 

There are two types of IR sensors – Passive IR sensor and Active IR sensor. Passive IR 

sensors do not emit infrared source but detect the radiation emitted by the objects, these 

are again classified into two types thermal and quantum IR sensors. Passive IR sensors 

are usually used indoors like home automation system etc. 

Active IR sensors have two components the source and the receiver. The signal emitted 

from the source is reflected back and falls on the detector. They are classified as three 

types: 

 

Through beam: this sensor has transmitter at one end and receiver at the other end and a 

continuous beam of radiation is passed when an obstacle breaks the path of beam of 

infrared signal this is used for obstacle detection. 

 

Diffusive reflective sensor: this sensor has both the transmitter and receiver at the same 

side, this first senses the obstacle after the light is been reflected back to the receiver. 

 

Retro-reflective sensor: this sensor too has the source and the detector at same side, 

whereas this sensor uses the obstacle to reflect the signal and will detect the object after 

the beam of infrared radiation breaks. 
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3.3 Schematic Design 

 

The ARM board (LPC2148) operates on 3.3V which is supplied by the power adaptor. 

The wiring from LPC2148 is connected to servo motor, IR sensor and MAX232. Further 

description of the wiring connections is described below 

 

MAX 232 is used for RS232 connection from the RFID reader to the microcontroller 

using DB-9 connector. The servo motor and IR sensor require 5V supply for their 

operation, hence are connected to 5v pins on the board. The output signal of servo motor 

is connected to Pin 0.7 of the board, P0.28 is connected to the output signal of IR sensor. 

The negative pin of servo and IR sensor are connected to the ground of the controller. The 

TX and RX of LPC2148 are Pin 0.0 and Pin 0.1 respectively whose connections are linked 

to GPIO 14 and 15 of Raspberry Pi respectively which are the TX and RX pins of the 

Raspberry pi. This connection of TX and RX is given such that a character ‘A’ is 

transmitted from the Raspberry Pi as the card is detected, and the RX of the LPC2148 

receives and the command to servo motor is given. The camera is connected to the CSI 

port of the raspberry pi. The Grounds of both the boards are connected. Figure 3.12 shows 

the wiring of the entire system. 

 

Figure 3.12 Circuit design 
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3.4 Flowchart of the proposed system 

 

The description of the below flowchart is first, the approaching vehicle is to be 

identified whether it is RFID tagged vehicle or the person driving has an authorized 

Thai-ID card. If the vehicle is a RFID tagged vehicle, then the RFID reader is triggered 

when the UHF passive tag is in the read range. Next step is after the detection and 

identification of the tag, tag data information is sent to the controller, after the 

comparison of the if the tag is authorized, the controller sends open command to the 

motor and the gate opens. In case where the tag is unauthorized, the gate does not 

open and the vehicle does not have the access to enter the premises. 

 

If the approached vehicle is a Thai-ID card. When the ID card is placed infront of the 

camera, it undergoes process of detection using Haar-like feature. If the card gets 

detected with the help of training. The command from the raspberry Pi is sent to 

LPC2148 and it gives command to the motor to open the gate. If the approached 

vehicle places any other card than the Thai-national citizen card the gate does not give 

access to the vehicle and the gate is not opened 
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Figure 3.13 Flowchart of proposed system 
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3.5 RFID Reader Setup 

 

3.5.1 Reader Configuration 

The RFID reader is first tested using the software development kit (SDK) provided by 

YR8001 reader itself which helps in testing and debugging. The SDK is compiled in C# 

language. Its firmware version is 1.9. The RFID reader besides RS232 also supports 

wireless connection through ethernet using TCP/IP protocol and RS485. If active RFID 

tags are taken high data rate is achievable. This project is taking UHF RFID reader as the 

read range required is 3-5 m and should be achievable with the use of UHF. 

The SDK has option to select the COM port for RS232 connection and to set the baud 

rate for the reader. The default baud rate of the reader is 115200. Through this SDK we 

can select GPIO, set RF output power and frequency. Figure 3.14 is a picture of the SDK, 

where all the parameters for the RFID reader are set. 

 

For this experiment COM port 5 has been connected to the reader and the baud rate 

through which computer is connected is 9600, which is written in the code. The RF output 

power can be set from 10-26 dbm. This reader is connected with UART 1 on the ARM 7 

board. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.14 UHF reader setup 

 

 

After setting the baud rate, output power, next is the RF setup where the frequency is 

defined. The reader beeper mode is always kept ON for detecting if the tag is in the read 

range. 
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3.5.2 Tag testing: 

 

The testing of tag is done in the SDK in the Tag inventory in real mode, there are two 

modes for the testing, one is the caching pattern and another is the real time mode. For 

the cache pattern the namely, firstly, put into reader the cache after read the tag number 

of EPC finally, to upload multiple EPC data together when needed. The real time mode 

immediately uploads after read the tag number of EPC, to the recognition next tag after 

the data uploaded finished. Real time model has quick response of advantage, the user 

can get the label data in the first time, no delay. And can get real time tag at different 

times and different locations of RSSI (tag signal strength indicate), frequency parameters 

(read tag carrier frequency).But there is slightly lower for more tag identification 

efficiency, more data redundancy. Figure 3.15 shows that five tags have been identified. 

 

Serial Monitor: This window shows the signals (incoming and outgoing) i.e.; hexadecimal 

codes for the task that is being performed. As seen in the figure 3.16 there are two colors 

in which the codes appear – blue and red. Red indicates the response to the command 

from the reader and blue is the command the user gives to the reader (bytes which reach 

the reader from the computer). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15 Tag Identification 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.16 Serial Monitor 
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3.5.3 Working and testing 

 

Since the system is divided in two parts first the working of the system using RFID 

technology is observed. 

 

After the hardware connection, RFID reader setup and ARM programming now we start 

to test the system. The ARM lpc2148 program is written using Keil u-Vision software. 

The main steps involved in testing of the system is: 

 

• Connection to Serial communication 

• Sending data to the reader  

• Receiving data from the reader  

• Comparing the tags  

• Opening of gate 

 

 

• Connection to Serial Communication: As the RFID reader has RS232 

connector, it is connected to the UART1 port of the ARM. For this the baud rate 

is set as 9600. 

To initialize the serial communication between the controller and the computer 

the command is InitSerialInitSerial1Int ((unsigned) serial1_RxISR); 

 

• Sending data to the reader: As the reader can understand only hexadecimal 

values, an array of data is initialized to turn the antenna ON and send data i.e.;  

request[7] = {0xA0,0X04,0X01,0X89,0X01,0XD1,0X00}; . Similarly, different 

arrays of each tag were initialized and stored. 

 

• Receiving data from the reader: As the reader receives the signal, it responds 

by sending an array of data, the one which is stored in the buffer. For this project 

only the unique ID of the tag is being stored in the program, which were read 

during the reader configuration and tag testing process. 

 

• Comparing of the tag’s ID: As the tag enters into the read range of the RFID 

reader the tag gets detected, this tag and the data which is stored in the embedded 

board is compared. Out of 5 tags only 4 tags were stored in the memory stack of 

the controller as valid tags and the other tag as invalid or unauthorized tag. Figure 

3.17 is the EPC number of the tags, stored in the controller. 

 

Figure 3.17 Tags stored in the controller 

 

 

• Open of gate: if the detected tag and stored tag are matched, then the servo motor 

connected to controller opens. A delay of 8000ms is given to close the gate. 
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3.6 Card detection by the use of Haar cascade classifier 

 

The second part of the system involves Raspberry Pi and detection of Thai-national 

Citizen card. 

 

In this thesis, Raspberry Pi 2 model B and Rpi camera version 2 is used. Raspbian Jessie 

image has been installed onto the board. First we setup the system by using the basic 

commands sudo apt-get update and sudo apt-get upgrade. After these commands we 

install all the required libraries and OpenCv on the Raspbian Jessie. 

 

• OpenCV  

OpenCV is the open source computer vision library. It supports both C++ and 

Python. 

 

• WiringPi 

WiringPi is a GPIO access library to access Raspberry PI GPIO, SPI, I2C, etc. 

 

• Cmake 

It’s an open source platform, a group of tools used to build, test and package the 

software. This is used to control the compilation process and compiler 

independent configuration files and generate native make files. 

 

• Pip 

It is a package used for installation and managing of software packages written in 

python. 

 

• Virtualenv  

It’s a tool to create virtual python environments to work on. It creates a folder 

where all the executables necessary for python project are needed.  

 

• Numpy 

A package for computing python programming language, which also includes 

large multi-dimensional arrays and matrices. 

 

• Installing image I/O and video I/O packages to load different image and video 

formats. 

 

• Install python header files, so that to compile Open Cv plus python bindings. 

 

 

 

3.6.1 HAAR Training for Thai National Citizen Card 

 

For training of Haar cascade the required tools were downloaded from git hub source and 

trained for Thai-nation ID card. The tools needed for the training of Haar cascade is 

downloaded from the source [19]. This contains of batch files and .exe files. Using these 

files an xml file is generated which is the trained file for detecting the Thai ID cards. 
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Training steps for Haar like classifier 

 

1. Collecting positive images (Thai ID cards) and negative images (images which do 

not have Thai ID cards in it) for training. 

2. Marking of positive images using objectmaker.exe 

3. To create a vector file (.vec) by the marked positive images using 

createsample.exe 

4. Haartraining.exe is used for training of the classifier. 

5. Creating .xml files. 

 

Step 1: Collection of image database 

 

The image database requires two folder positive and negative. The positive images 

contain the image of the object to be detected (Thai ID card) and the negative image 

database contains the images which do not have the object. The more number of positive 

and negative image the more accurate will be the classifier 

 

In this thesis 780 positive and 3020 negative images have been taken for training. 

 

Step 2: Arrangement of Negative images 

 

All the negative images are kept in a folder. Figure 3.18 shows the negative images are of 

grayscale in this folder, to obtain the list of images in a text format the batch file create_list 

is made to run and all the images are saved in the text format in a file name bg.txt as 

shown in Figure 3.19. This negative data file is used later for training. 

 

 

                     

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.18 Negative images dataset    Figure 3.19 Text format of negative images 

 

Step 3: Making Data of Positive Images 

 

Each positive image is cropped such that only the desired object is in the image. This is 

done to create a vector file (.vec). This is done by the tool objectmaker.exe. In this tool 

when a part of the image is selected it shows the x coordinate, y coordinate width and 

height of the selected region or ROI (region of interest) of the image. Figure 3.20 and 
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Figure 3.21 shows an object maker tool for cropping the image and to get the values of 

co-ordinates and width and height. 

 

 

                                                                                      

 

Figure 3.20 Selection of the area to be           Figure 3.21 Co-ordinate values of the     

detected by object maker tool                                                object detected 

 

A file named info.txt is created when all the positive images are cropped by the tool.  

Info.txt would appear like the one in the Figure 3.22. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.22 Info.txt file (positive images) 

 

 

rawdata/sant1.bmp 1 91 61 295 176        the data in the file is represented this way the 

first number tells the number of objects in the image, the next four numbers define the 

location of the object (x=91 , y= 61, width= 295 , height = 176). 
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Step 4: Creating vector file for positive images 

To create a vector file, a batch file sample_creation.bat needs to be run. The vector file 

content is represented as below 

 

createsamples.exe -info positive/info.txt -vec vector/thavector.vec -num 780 -w 28 -h 18 

 

-info positive/info.txt                            this the path of the positive info file 

-vec vector/thavector.vec                      this is the output vector file generated 

-num 780      number of positives 

-w 28      width of the card 

-h 18        height of the card 

A vector file is created and stored in the vector folder. A vector file is merging of all 

positives into one file. Next step is to create .xml file for this the haar training is 

performed and cascades are formed. 

 

Step 5: Haar training 

haartraining.exe -data cascades -vec vector/thavector.vec -bg negative/bg.txt -npos 780 -

nneg 3000 -nstages 15 -mem 1024 -mode ALL -w 28 -h 18  

rem -nonsym 

 

-data cascades   path where all the trained cascades are stored 

-vec vector/thavector.vec   location where vector file is saved 

-bg negative/bg.txt   location of the bg.txt file i.e; negative samples 

Npos   number of positive images 

Nneg   number of negative images 

Nstages   number of training stages 

-w   width of thai card 

-h   height of the thai card 

 

Now the haartraining.bat is executed, in which we can see the training process and the 

number of stages it takes for training. The Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the training 

process at first and tenth stage of training the classifier.  

 

 

 

                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23 Training process at initial stage 
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Figure 3.24 Training process at 10th stage 

 

In this thesis work the training was performed till 13 stages. Each stage is stored in a 

separate folder and each stage contains a file which is AdaBoostCARTHaarClassifier.txt. 

The next step is to merge all the files to create a xml file. Xml file is created by executing 

convert.bat batch file where the required xml file is obtained. 

 

 

3.6.2 AdaBoost Algorithm 

 

“AdaBoost is a learning algorithm which yields an effective and strong classifier 

by combining many simple weak classifiers lineally with an arbitrarily low error 

rate on the training set”. Figure 3.25 shows how the weak classifiers are eliminated 

and finally a single strong classifier is generated. 

 

It has only two main goals basically: 

• Selecting a few set of features which represents as well as possible positive 

images. 

• Train a strong final classifier with a linear combination of those best features. 

 

 
Figure 3.25 AdaBoost algorithm process 

 

The classifier 1 in the cascade as shown in the figure is designed to eliminate many 

negative features in the first place with low computational cost. From this the main points 

AdaBoost does is every cascade is a strong classifier generated from a number of weak 

classifiers. This is also used to find the best feature in every cascade trained. 
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3.6.3 Working and Testing  

 

The Rpi camera module is interfaced with the Raspberry pi using the CSI port. The code 

is written in python language in the opencv environment. The code is written in the text 

editor and compiled on terminal. The following commands ensure that the program is 

running in the Opencv environment 

source ~/.profile 

workoncv 

Here we can ensure that we are in CV environment by checking if there is CV in front of 

the prompt line. After the code is saved the debugging and running of the code is done in 

terminal window. To run the code the command line is: 

sudo python thesis.py 

Figure 3.26 shows the detection result of the Thai-ID card. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.26 Result of Thai-ID card detected 
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3.7 Hardware Connection 

The Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show the hardware system design, its front view and the 

back view with all the connections. 

  

 
Figure 3.27 Front-view of the hardware system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.28 Back view of the hardware system 
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CHAPTER 4  

 RESULTS 

 

4.1 Testing of the system with RFID tags 

 

The testing of the system was done by using a bicycle instead of a car, the driver has to 

peddle the bicycle, while holding the RFID Tag. Here the RFID tags are numbered from 

one to five (1-5), the tags (1, 2, 3, 4) are valid tags which means their ID has been saved 

in the ARM program and the tag no.5 is an invalid tag. The gate barrier is a foam cut out 

attached to a servo motor and an infrared sensor was placed near the gate so as to ensure 

the gate does not close until the vehicle passes the gate barrier. 

 

The testing was done in various cases and they have been described below: 

 

Single tag test: For this test the person peddles the cycle and comes at a speed of 

5km/hour. The person is asked to hold the RFID tag while peddling the cycle, for this test 

the tag which is already stored in the ARM memory stack was taken (assuming tag1), this 

means that when the tag enters the read range i.e.; 3-5 m of RFID range the reader will 

recognize the existence and the response data from the ARM board is received and the 

gate barrier will eventually open. The test results came out to be conclusive with the 

theory. 

However this case has two possibilities they are: 

 

• Frist possibility is, when a person cycling holds the tag 1 without stopping in 

between. The servo motor is given a time of 6000ms i.e.; 6s in the code to return 

back to the normal or closing of the gate. So, the servo motor will return back to 

its normal state if the RFID Tag is no longer in the read range. The results came 

out to be conclusive with the theory. When the tag was in read range the gate 

opened and the person passed the gate within 6s and the gate closed. 

 

• The second possibility is that the when the person peddling the cycle stops in 

between. Usually for this case the gate will eventually close even if the tag is still 

read range. To solve this issue, infrared proximity sensor was used, hence, until 

the vehicle is in front of the sensor the gate does not close. This sensor detects the 

vehicle up to 80cm of range.  

 

Two Tag test (valid tag, invalid tag): This test was done to test if the system would 

respond to two tags one after the other. The first testing was done in the same way, where 

the first person cycling had a valid tag (tag 1, 2, 3, 4) and the next person behind had an 

invalid tag (tag 5). As per the system, it should allow the first bicycle to pass and not 

allow the second bicycle. The results came out to be the same. 

The same experiment was conducted in reverse way i.e.; an invalid tag was given to the 

person who would be cycling first and behind him the person holding a valid tag would 

cycle. Theoretically the barrier should not open if both tags are in read range. Since we 

are using a UHF RFID reader, UHF means high frequency and low wavelength and hence 

RF power from the reader won’t penetrate from the object infront of it. Simultaneously, 

this should work if cars are taken instead of bicycle, as cars have metallic body which will 

not allow RF power waves to penetrate. 
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Three tag test: This test includes three tags on after the other with different combinations. 

Single valid tag: In this experiment only one of the tag is known that is only one RFID 

tag has access to the gate among the three tags. This experiment was tested by using RFID 

card in three positions like the person who was first had the valid tag, then the second 

person had valid and finally the last person had the valid tag. All the three combination 

results came to be true. 

 

Two valid tags: In this test 2 out of 3 cards taken were valid cards. Various combination 

such as first two cards valid and the last invalid, first and the last valid, last two valid were 

experimented and the results came out to be as expected.  

 

4.2 Testing of Thai nationality card and RFID tags 

 

Thai-national ID card: A person is asked to cycle with his Thai national ID card, and 

keep it infront of the camera,  as the card gets detected the gate opens and the person is 

allowed to pass through the gate. 

 

Thai national ID card and valid RFID tag: In this test the first person has his Thai ID 

card and the second person has valid RFID tag. When the first person arrives, using his 

Thai ID and places it infront of the camera, after detection he gains access to the gate.  

Then when the RFID tag enters the result is same, since it’s a valid tag it is also allowed 

to enter the gate. 

 

NOT a Thai-ID card: If a person keeps any other nationality ID card or other card or 

RFID tag infront of camera the gate does not open. Since the object training has been 

applied only on Thai- national ID cards. 

 

4.3 Experimental results 

       

      4.3.1 Read Accuracy and location accuracy of UHF Reader  

 

Calculating the accuracy in reference to the RFID system implies two different 

meanings. One is checking the read accuracy, that is how many times the reader 

can be able to read at once. If active tags are used the read accuracy is 100 percent. 

Since we are using passive UHF tags, the RF waves cannot pass through any kind 

of interference. As the tags are attached to the windshield and as cars have metallic 

body two cars cannot be detected at once. 

The other is location accuracy which means if there is a tagged vehicle from how 

much far it will be able to get detected. This depends if LF or HF or UHF readers 

are used. 

 

These experimental results were carried out to find the accuracy of the UHF RFID 

reader. With these results we came to know that the maximum range of the reader 

that is the distance till where the antenna of the reader emits RF waves and the 

maximum distance until where the tag can be detected is 16 – 18 m. For this the 

bicycle was stopped at every 2m and the results were noted down. The bicycle 

was peddled at a speed of 5km/hr. This experiment was done by observing how 

many times the gate opened and closed for every 2m within a time period of 120 

seconds. The angle of orientation from where the tag can be read is 300 to that left 

and to the right. 
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The table 8 below shows the results and the respected graph in the Figure 4.1. 

From this it is concluded that the accuracy is 100%. From the table 8 it is observed, 

as the range of the vehicle increases the detection ability of reader is reduced and 

after a point there is no detection. The readability of the reader is 10 from 2m to 

10m that is the gate opened 10 times in the time period of 2 mins and as the 

distance is increased the readability is decreased. 

 

 

Table 8 Experimental results to check the frequency of tag identified with respect 

to distance 

 

Distance (m) Frequency of 

Identification of tag 

2 10 

4 10 

6 10 

8 10 

10 10 

12 8 

14 8 

16 6 

18 6 

20 0 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Graph for Distance vs Frequency of Identification of Tag 
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4.3.2 Tag angular sensitivity 

 

This test was conducted to know the angular sensitivity. The three main points for this 

test was : 

1. Windshield tag is polarized parallel to the length of the tag. 

2. There should not be any kind of hindrance between the tag and the antenna. 

3. Reader antenna should be parallel to the tag length. 

 

The angle of orientation from where the tag can be read is 300 to that left and to the right. 

Since the antenna of the reader is linearly polarized, it cannot detect if the tag is placed at 

the back of the reader. The Figure 4.2 shows the graph of relative read range vs orientation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Graph of relative read range vs orientation 

 

The placement of the tag is also very important factor, the tag should be placed in 

horizontal direction which is parallel to the reader antenna. If the tag placement is vertical, 

there is no detection of the tag. Figure 4.3 shows the correct way of the placement of the 

tag. 

 
Figure 4.3 Tag placement 
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4.3.3 Accuracy of detection of Thai-ID card 

 

The accuracy of this detection is calculated by forming a confusion matrix. Confusion 

Matrix has four main parameters and according to this case they can be defined as: 

 

TP (True Positive): In this case it is the predicted yes (Thai card predicted) and it is a 

Thai card. 

TN (True Negative): In this case it is predicted no and there is no Thai card. 

FP (False Positive): Predicted yes, but actually there is no Thai card. 

FN (False Negative): Predicted no, but actually there was a Thai card 

 

This matrix is represented as 

 

 
 

In this experiment a total of 10 Thai cards and 10 Non-Thai ID cards (example: AIT 

student cards or other nationality card) were taken and each card was placed infront of the 

camera and checked if it was detected or not, the results obtained are as follows: 

 

 
 

For the above confusion matrix, accuracy and F1 is calculated: 

 

Precision =          TP                           =    100% 

                       TP + FP                                         

 

Recall =              TP                            =     70% 

                   TP + FN                                       

 

Accuracy   =         TP+TN                  =        85% 

                   TP+TN+FP+FN                         

 

F1    =      2× Precision × Recall         =     82.35% 

                   Precision + Recall                      

 

 

With these calculations, the system accuracy for the detection of Thai-ID card is 82.35 %. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In this study, for the automation of gate barrier, two methods have been proposed. One is 

RFID Technology and the other is by the use of machine learning, detection of Thai cards. 

The objectives specified have been achieved. The read range 3-5m of detection of passive 

RFID tag is achieved by the use of UHF RFID reader and its proper implementation. The 

reader is interfaced with the ARM board and programmed well such that when the vehicle 

with valid tag enters the read range of the reader the gate is opened, the RF waves of the 

reader can be able to detect the tag beyond 5m. The Reader tag identification rate is 100%. 

This system is designed in reference with the toll gates. To this system a camera was 

added, which was fixed to Raspberry pi board, for the purpose of detection of Thai-ID 

cards, which were trained using Haar classifier. The accuracy of detection is 82.35%, due 

to the non-availability of Thai-ID card dataset, but it can be improved if more number of 

Thai ID cards are available for training the data more efficiently. This system has been 

interfaced with the ARM board such that both systems can run, which means if a RFID 

tagged vehicle enters he gains access to the gate and if a person with Thai-ID card enters 

he too gains access. Another problem has been solved, with the use of IR sensor, the gate 

was programmed in such a way that it would close within 5 seconds though the vehicle 

hasn’t passed the gate but with the use of this sensor the gate would be open unless the 

vehicle passes by the gate. Since the range of IR sensor is less this too can be solved by 

the use of higher power infrared sensor. 

Hence I conclude that all the objectives of this thesis study have been achieved. 

 

The main recommendations for this thesis is, this system can be designed for security 

purpose. By keeping a data logger the entry and exit times of the RFID tagged vehicle can 

be stored in the computer. For the Thai-ID card, when the ID card placed infront of the 

camera is detected, ensuring the camera captures the image of the card and saves in the 

data base and the vehicle entry time is also saved.  
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